
The EasyShoe Versa is a hybrid nail-on shoe that 
features the concussion absorption powers of 
polyurethane and an internal steel insert. The 
steel insert gives the shoe more stability in the 
front portion and offers a stopping point when 
driving nails.

The steel insert is located in the toe area and continues to the widest part of 
the hoof. This positioning allows the rear portion of the hoof the ability to flex 
with each footfall. The Versa offers incredible versatility for distance rides, trail 
horses, and horses working on hard surfaces. The wide web design also makes 
the Versa ideal for therapy cases because it holds pour-in packing very well.

The EasyShoe Versa can be narrowed with a hammer or opened with a shoe 
spreader. Although the shoe can be shaped, we anticipate most farriers will 
simply drop it on and shave away excess urethane material. There are only 
4mm between each shoe size, which makes urethane removal quick and 
easy. The goal is to fit each hoof with little to no modification required to 
save farriers time and money.

No predrilling needed on 5 of the 6 nail locations on the Versa.  5 of the 6 
nailing locations are open and for nailing.  We did sneak an extra nail location 
in behind the clip that will need to drilled if you choose to nail in that location.

Sold in Pairs.

EASYSHOE VERSA APPLICATION

EasyShoe Versa Installation Instructions

The EasyShoe Versa has an internal steel core. The EasyShoe Versa can be 
narrowed with a hammer or opened with a shoe spreader. Although the shoe 
can be shaped, we anticipate most farriers will simply drop it on and shave 
away excess urethane material. There are only 4mm between each shoe 
size, which makes urethane removal quick and easy. The goal is to fit each 
hoof with little to no modification required to save farriers time and money.

1. Place the shoe on the hoof 
and trace with a marker.

2. Remove excess material. A 
belt sander will work well. A 
band saw can also be used 
followed by a belt sander for 
a smooth finish.

3. Both metal and urethane 
can be removed in the fitting 
process. Bend side clips to 
match hoof angle.

4. Make adjustments to heel 
length if needed.

5. We recommend E4 Slim for 
Versa sizes (114-134) E5 Slim 
sizes for Versa sizes (138-154).  
Make sure to seat nail heads 
against steel in shoe. Finish 
and clinch in the usual fashion.
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APPLICATION GUIDE

HOW TO MEASURE FOR THE  
EASYSHOE VERSA

1. After a fresh trim, measure the 
width of the hoof across the sole 
at the widest point.

2. Measure the length of the hoof 
from the toe to the buttress line 
of the heel.  The buttress line is 
the farthest weight bearing point 
of the heel where the hoof wall 
ends.  Do not include the heel 
bulbs in the measurement.

3. Compare your measurement with 
the size chart below.

4. Ideally, the length and width measurement will fit into the same size.  If 
the length and width measurements indicate different sizes, select the 
larger size.

Size Width Length Thickness Stock Status

102 96-102mm   Coming Soon
106 100-106mm   Coming Soon
110 104-110mm   Coming Soon
114 108-114mm   Coming Soon
118 112-118mm 127mm 14.5mm In Stock
122 116-122mm 132mm 14.5mm In Stock
126 120-126mm 136mm 14.5mm In Stock
130 124-130mm 140mm 14.5mm In Stock
134 128-134mm 145mm 15mm In Stock
138 132-138mm 149mm 15mm In Stock
142 136-142mm 153mm 16mm In Stock
146 140-146mm 158mm 16mm In Stock
150 144-150mm 162mm 16mm In Stock
154 148-154mm 166mm 16mm In Stock
158 152-158mm   Coming Soon
102 96-102mm   Coming Soon
106 100-106mm   Coming Soon
110 104-110mm   Coming Soon
114 108-114mm 130mm 14.5mm In Stock
118 112-118mm 134mm 14.5mm In Stock
122 116-122mm 139mm 14.5mm In Stock
126 120-126mm 143mm 14.5mm In Stock
130 124-130mm 148mm 14.5mm In Stock
134 128-134mm 152mm 14.5mm In Stock
138 132-138mm 157mm 15mm In Stock
142 136-142mm 161mm 15mm In Stock
146 140-146mm 166mm 16mm In Stock
150 144-150mm 171mm 16mm In Stock
154 148-154mm   Coming Soon
158 152-158mm   Coming Soon
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A product of EasyCare Inc.
EasyCare Guarantee
800.447.8836 | easycareinc.com
All products should be used in accordance with the instructions in this application guide.  EasyCare 
Inc. hereby disclaims responsibility for the misuse of any product and for losses incurred through the 
use of any product described in this guide, on EasyCare Inc. product packaging, or on easycareinc.com.  
EasyCare Inc. products are not intended to diagnose or cure any medical condition.

Join the Conversation
For tips and tricks follow EasyCare:

     /easyboot   hoofbootnews.com

     /easycarevideos

The EasyShoe Versa features:

Trail Riding      Long Distance Events       Speed Events

Driving/Parades/Performance

A hind pattern that fits.

More nailing options with 
bonus nailing location 

behind the clip if needed.

Front and hind nailing 
patterns are sized 
to fit with limited 

modifications.

High abrasion.

Stronger, sleeker, and 
more traditional clips.

Easily adjust 
breakover.


